Enstrophy amplification events in three-dimensional turbulence
High-amplitude vorticity regions in turbulence are mostly found in the form of tube or sheetlike structures. The upper panel shows the isosurfaces of the vorticity magnitude obtained within a high-resolution pseudospectral simulation of homogeneous isotropic and forced turbulence on a grid of 2048 3 points at a Taylor microscale Reynolds number of 107. An adequate resolution of the high vorticity requires a spectral resolution that is a factor 8 better than usual.
1 In order to follow the temporal growth of the enstrophy-a bulk measure of the vorticity magnitude-we track velocity fields along Lagrangian trajectories in subvolumes with 51 3 grid points. The middle panel shows one such subvolume together with isosurfaces of the vorticity magnitude at a level of ten times the root mean square vorticity value.
2 One hundred of these subvolumes have been tracked simultaneously in the box turbulence.
The lower panel shows the enstrophy at the maximum of one such growth event. It displays two nested isolevels of the vorticity magnitude ͑red larger than gray͒. We observe two interacting vortex tube segments which are just about to form a strong shear layer in between. The highest-amplitude shear and vorticity events are found close in space and time to each other. The local temporal growth rate of the enstrophy can become as fast as the recently predicted upper bound, dE / dt ϳ E 3 , where E is the enstrophy of the whole box.
